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WHY I HATE CDs (PART 1 5)
% Æ

One of my main complaints about Bowie. And if all that wasn’t enough, he warmly by the hand or the neck for that, phenomena (classical violin rather than pity as it deserves a bit of a fanfare. A dark,

s as a ways been about how has released a couple of albums lately too. but she does deserve credit nevertheless, fiddle I suppose, but it has the same eerie fanfare as the music contained on

mundane they appear. If it isn’t the little First up is Spinner which he recorded And due to the popularity of this type of desired shock value) and so the this disc is of that variety. Scorn's music

the box breaking off along with Jah Wobble. The music on music, she routinely sells millions of appearance of Ashley Mclsaac didn’t startle could be described as ambient, but that

it s t e ring itt e booklets that never Spinner was recorded for director Derek albums - she’s quite a star. So she’s back me. It did leave me curious, but that was tends to make people think of bands like 

oo as impressive as record jackets did. Jarman s final Aim, and it sounds just like with a new album entitied The Memory about it. When his new album, Hi, How the Orb, and nothing could be further

a . But times are changing - people are a soundtrack should - interesting, but Of Trees, and it is pretty much more of Are You Today? arrived I wasn’t too sure from the truth. Mick Harris takes the kinds

getting a lot more imaginative with CD unassuming enough that it will never be the same for Enya. Nothing new at all. what to expect. Punk fiddler indeed, of beats that Portishead used (very slow

pac ging, and 1 like that. 1 like that a lot. distracting. It benefits an awful lot from But that isn't such a bad thing as she However, I had to put my cynicism to one and mellow), but does something

Wabble’s bass which gives a dub feel to does make rather beautiful music that 

most tracks. Pleasant enough.
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side as this is a damned good album, 
will serve incredibly well as background Ashley takes traditional fiddle melodies

A more interesting release comes under music. It’s all very soothing, and if you from Cape Breton, and uses a full band to
the pseudonym of Passengers with their tried listening to it too closely, you augment the lowly fiddle. He has managed

album Original Soundtracks 1. TTiis time might just fall asleep. It is all so to attract a few big names to help him out

Eno is joined by the members of U2, but inoffensive. Nobody could find anything - Big Sugar's Gordie Johnson provides

make no mistake, this is very much a Brian distasteful about this album. Nothing at guitar on quite a few songs, and Jale

Eno project. The only thing on here which all. provide the backing for Ashley's one

is particularly U2 is the voice of Bono
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Atattempt at singing. He sings too? Vtfcll, kind 1

One of the most charming and 

delightful albums that I have heard in 

positively ages comes from Victoria 

Williams. This Moment In Toronto is a 

recording of a concert which was 

originally broadcast on CBC Radio. Her 

songs are as wonderful as they ever were; 

nothing new there. But the really 

delightful aspect of this album is the chat
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The finest one that I have seen lately is 

called Anon, a charity release from 

Boston’s Castle von Buhler Records. In 

addition to the lavish and intricate 

packaging, Anon also comes with 30

afcft 1 completely different with them. He adds 
VNilP stran8e keyboard noises that give it a 

Jpl spooky atmosphere - the soundtrack to 

If some horror movie yet to be made

I perhaps. And like the best ambient 
/ * j music, it posesses a hypnotic quality 

4* that will have you under its spell very 
I quickly. But it is ’he kind of spell that 

^ will keep you up at night staring at bare 

of. Anyway, he gets my respect for light bulbs for reasons that you will 

managing to fuse traditional and rock never fully understand, 

music so effectively. A very good album.
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S9Üartcards which illustrate the songs on this 

double CD compilation. Those cards are 

one of the most interesting aspects of 

Anon, maybe because of the novelty of it 
all. Nevertheless, it makes it all even more which crops up from time to time 

intriguing. The biggest names on Anon are (including a duet of sorts with Pavarotti).
Lisa Germano, Edsel and Toronto’s An The music is supposedly from movies, 

April March, with the majority of the bands some of which are fictional, and
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M.row are you today? «
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HP - ItrJfKP

Jr/p
ViClvriM (Fàr more details on Anon, contact

w W*##»•, 1 " « One of my favourite albums of last year Castle von Buhler at 16 Ashford Street,Vf/lltÛMf was Gyral by Scorn; it was sneaked out at Boston, MA, 02134, USA, or via e-mail at
* Ml ^ the end of the year by Earache Records amb@world.std.com and please

without much of a fanfare. And that’s a remember to tell them who sent you)
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coming from the Boston area. But even those fictional ones have sleeve notes

though the names might not be very concerning the number of prizes they have

familiar, the music is really rather good. It won. Self indulgent? Hmm. Just a little bit,

does cover a lot of ground though from and that is the only real problem with this

ambient to gothic to etherial to good oT project - sometimes it does get for

fashioned indie rock. Something for precious, and gets pretty close to between the songs as those are the

everything. So with a combination of disappearing up its own backside. Still, moments where Wiliams’ character really

gorgeous packaging, intersting artwork that is a line that both U2 and Eno walk shines through. And when her dog comes

and enjoyable music, Anon seems like a so well, and they manage to keep on the out on stage, you can’t help but feel all

good investment for the more good side of it for the most part. This will warm and fuzzy inside. This is a very

adventurous among you. do very nicely until U2 return later on this precious album, and one that deserves a
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place in your collection.year.
Brian Eno is a very popular chap these

days. He has beenproducing albums for Enya can be credited with being the I should be a little surprised about a 

all kinds of people, and doing the odd bit originator of popular’ new age music. I punk fiddle player, but I’m not. I have 

of writing with the likes of his buddy David don’t know if we should be shaking her already lived through the Nigel Kennedy
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mSÊÉmg§get THE BEST DEALS THIS SUMMER ARE AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY 

FROM TRAVEL CUTS/VOYAGES CAMPUS.the Basics
— ^ ~ ~ by "April 13. 1996
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. STUDENT CLASS'" airfare;

• BON VOYAGE'" travel insurance;
URAILPASS. EUPAIL FLEXIPASS. EUROPASS.

point-to-point or country passes;

• ISIC (International Student 
Identity Card).

* E

and we’ll throw in

the Essentialsm ****** m

* wj IPURCHASE THE BASICS from Travel 

$ Q Ç CUTS/Voyages Campus by April 13.

a i u e 1996*’and we tl lhrow in 1HE essen1aisY | LET’S GO EUROPE book, a MOLSON 
* R ® ® ' patch. IZON'S BACKPACKER JOURNAL, a TRAVEL

CUTS/VOYAGES CAMPUS DAYPACK.

6
- a FREE 

backpack
Pick up a detailed brochure from.

m mf /TRAVELCUTS
/ ^ VOYAGES CAMPUSs I j

PLUS one free night (including break

fast and dinner) at THE PINK PALACE, 

the world's largest youth resort

Student Union Building 
UNB — Fredericton 
453-1(850 m

iÈÈmw on IKonrlocated in Corfu, Greece. the

Munchied• Certain reitrichoni may apply Not valid in conjunction with any other offer Offer available while eup 
plies lest and may be discontinued at any time Insurance purchase not necessary in British Columbia dir from 8:00-10:00pm
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